RUN NO:

VENUE A:
VENUE B

57

DATE: 27 May 2001
ATAURO ISLAND
HARES:
SCRUBBER & BUPS
The riverside behind Phil’s Grill
HARE:
POGO

PUDDLE JUMPERS
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
DILI, EAST TIMOR
Founded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000

HASH TRASH

Web Site
Slightly New Mismanagement
Willie
Grand Master
Ron
Asst Grand Master
Don
Religious Adviser
Terry
Hash Cash
Dylan
Beermaster
Dave
Trailmaster
Jack
On Sex
Juliann
Choirmaster
Ralph
Hash Horn

NEXT WEEK’S RUN:

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers

WEE WILLIE
LACERATION
DRIBBLER
SCRUBBER
ROADKILL
BROWN EYE
HAIDROLIK
PERSPIRATION
UPCHUCK

Harrison
Isaacson
Hayward
Jenkins
Thomas
Ives
Williams
Isaacson
Kettle

0438 899769
0407 101911
0409 860935
0408 242084
0407 394152
0407 939660
0407 656753
0407 723996
0418 812040

Rua Alberquerque, Opposite PX

williewh@hotmail.com
risaacson@worldbank.org
dhayward@pittsh.com.au
terryjenkins21@hotmail.com
dylt@bigpond.com
daveives@indo.net.id
jackwlms@go.com
juliann.isaacson@undp.com
kettle@un.org

PULL IT & PUSH IT

RUN NO. 56 REPORT HARDARSE’s & WATER RAT’s ‘ON BACK YET AGAIN’ RUN
HARDARSE (AND WATER RAT) –
“THE LONGEST RUN IN THE
SMALLEST AREA IN THE HISTORY OF
DILI HASH”
Being a homebody (or just “The Body” to
some), HARDARSE was reluctant to
venture too far from the luxury of home
in setting this particular run, hence the
“longest run in the smallest area”. (The
HARDARSE Homely Hovel – HHH being a small hovel in Pantai Kelapa, or
“Coconut Beach” to the illiter8- Where
was the beach??). The warm and fuzzy
side of the run (i.e. social affairs and the
food affairs) being given a higher priority
than was normally the case with Hash,
and besides she was afraid she would
get lost (having set the run the previous
day - funny, she doesn’t look blonde!!).
Maybe she was just colour blind, short
sighted, or cock eyed, like HAIDROLIK,
SCRUBBER, and many other runners,
who couldn’t see the yellow painted dots
marking the trail from the green, different
shaped leaves.
Anyway, WATER RAT went with the
runners to the right (he’s always right!!)
and HARDARSE was to lead the
walkers in the other direction, any
direction just as long as it was away from
the angry dogs. Just before the bridge
the walkers heard the constant bleating
of a baby goat and saw it tangled in a
bush. A few walkers stopped to rescue it

and the rescuer was rewarded with a
down down. Through there were three
Hash Hold Checks, HARDARSE missed
the first and so the walkers reached the
second HC before the runners. Some
SMART ARSES (mates of HARDARSE)
claimed they heard WATER RAT telling
HARDARSE “Now don’t forget, skip the
bridge and get to the Church on time”.
A lass, the church was not yet open for
business, (THANKS BE TO GOD, says
WHAT A RAT).
Meanwhile the runners had run around in
ever
increasing
circles
exploring
suburbia in Pantai Kelapa. Blood was
drawn very early from the knee of some
who should remain nameless after a
number of runners disappeared through
a hole in the fence like rats up a drain
pipe only to hear the dreaded “ON
BACK” following them through the hole
from beyond some bemused local’s
kitchen. A short regrouping at the first
HC wondering where the walkers were
was followed by a pleasant run along the
riverside to the church.
Beyond the Church the runners headed
towards the beach, but also a lass and a
lass again (I wish), the trail to the beach
proved to be a falsie. Not that many
runners would have noticed the beach,
they didn’t notice anything else on the
way, LIKE THE BIG YELLOW HASH HC
SIGN PAINTED ON THE FENCE!!. The

excuses from the BROWNEYE and
other FRBs came thick and hard after
having their attention called to the HC,
much the same as the brains of FRBs
some may say. From that point the run
was a long(ish), straight(ish), flat(ish) run
home.
MEANWHILE, under the guidance of
HARDARSE, the walkers had become
disoriented and missed the turnoff home
and ended up detouring through the
banana grove, got lost again and arrived
home after the runners.
The walk
through the grove was very pleasant as
the only sounds that could be heard
were the padding of feet and the chirping
of birds getting ready to nest (unedited!!,
is this what HASH has degenerated to??
Short runs, good deeds, digestible food
and nature commentaries along the
way).
As always, this run too was considered a
SHIT RUN, but the runners were panting
at the end - so it had to be a GOOD
RUN.
SHORT BUT SWEET HARDARSE!

TRUTH
Considering the length compare with the
area covered it was quite a good run by
Hash standards (which are very low).
The same could be said about the report
but what about the thirteen times the
Hares’ names are mentioned against
only three times for other Hashers!

CIRCLE CIRCUS
The rural setting of the grounds of a splendid mansion in
Pantai Kelapa was the venue for this week’s Circle for
another large turn out of runners and walkers. With acting
GM SCRUBBER making the most of his rare opportunity to
inflict penalties on the gathered delinquents.
DRIBBLER wasted no time in taking up his usual position
at the top of the down down count, though he did waste
some more beer along the way. BROWNEYE was, once
again, prominent in giving and receiving charges and
HARDARSE made sure that she was going to get her fair
share on her own turf - aided in the attempt by WATER
RAT who passed on most of his charges to her also. Even
the a/GM SCRUBBER was on the receiving end of several.
It was good to see a few old faces back again after varying
length absences. Just goes to show that no one takes too
seriously anything said or done at a Hash gathering.

Roger was champing at the bit to get his Hash name after his
five runs and he was still smiling after the unanimous,
Hashocratic decision on his new name was made. Or was
that a shocked grimace on his face? It was noted however
that another prominent Hashman was on his sixth run
without a peep out of him. He is a lawyer by profession so
there’s food for a good name there!
Still no POTW vessel. The departing GM DIAK KALI
promised to get it to the new GM WEE WILLIE on
Monday before he left the country. We will have to wait
until next week to find out if he did or not because WEE
WILLIE went off on holiday during the week also! There’s
a down down or two in there somewhere!
Anyway, last week’s recipient, Col, decided to give up the
honour, if not the mug, to current down down king,
DRIBBLER. A very popular decision.

DOWN DOWNS
Hares
HARDARSE, WATER RAT
Newbies
Damien, Tom, Suzanne, Carole
Neglecting Newbies
PRETENDER, HARDARSE,
SMOKE SCREEN, Hamish
FRBs
BROWNEYE, BUPS, DRIBBLER,
PRETENDER
SCBs
BROWNEYE, Col
Leaners
HARDARSE (twice!)

New Shoes
No Hash Gear
Yawning
Saving a goat
20 Runs
Spillage
Bleeding

Tom, Larry (from the difficult
standing position)
CUT OFF, DROP SHORT
CUNNING LINGUIST
LACERATION
PERSPIRATION
DRIBBLER
Hamish

Charges from the Circle
TUPPA charged DRIBBLER for leaning
DRIBBLER charged HARDARSE for leaning
CUT OFF charged SKUNT for pointing, smoking and
leaning
EVERYONE charged SCRUBBER for ‘Who’s Ron”
POGO charged BROWNEYE for watering down his beer
PRETENDER charged SCRUBBER for false calling
BROWNEYE charged HAIDROLIK for false calling
SCRUBBER charged PRETENDER for calling On On on an
On Back
HAIDROLIK charged ROADKILL for endangering the life
of another Hash person
Now I want to talk to you all seriously..........
SCRUBBER charged PS for his ‘business on the side’
making the front page of the Trash
WATER RAT charged SCRUBBER for wearing pink socks. REVERSED because he’s not really like that!

NAMING

POTW

No.

Date

57A
57B
58
59
60
61
62
63
4

27 May
27 May
3 Jun
10 Jun
17 Jun
24 Jun
1 July
8 July
15 July

Roger becomes CUNNING LINGUIST for his skill at intercourse in a foreign language.
Still no POTW vessel, but Col couldn’t wait to get rid of the title so he passed it on to
DRIBBLER for the insensitive way he ran past him on the run
HARES APPARENT
Hares
Occasion/Location
Scrubber & BUPS
Pogo
Push It & Pull It
Roadkill, Haidrolik, Rupiah
Wiggles & Pogo
Salsa & Absolut
The Yanks??
Volunteers!!
Horny & Brown Eye

Day trip to Atauro Island
Behind Phil’s Grill
Roadkill Final Run
Wiggles & PS last run
Mid-Summer Night’s Eve
Independence Day Run
Upchuck’s last??
42nd Anniversary of the
founding of the Flying Zubriks

